EDITORIAL NOTE
For outsiders to the Catalan conflict there are two documents that are key for understanding what has happenned
in Catalonia in recent years. The one you are about to see “ENFOCATS - A roadmap for independence”, was found
in the house of an independentist activist on the 20th of Sept, 2017, days before the 1st of October elections. Some
pages of the document were leaked to the press in poor reading condition, and only in its original Catalan language.
We now make this pages available restored and translated to the 24 languages of the EU.
To download this document in other languages, visit: www.Tabarnia.Today
It is this newspaper belief that, as a country, we have not made the necessary efforts to explain the unionists
point of view to the world. And given that is the international public opinion where separatists are playing what
we consider to be a farce, it is our intention to cast light on it. In the next days/weeks we intend to publish enough
material in english to explain a point of view that has been silenced in Catalonia.
We hope this journalistic effort will make clear how independentists have understood a coup d’état in the XXI
century: A planned propaganda campaign. One that taken to the international arena under the role of victims would
grant them international simpathy and ultimately, independence. A plan that, as you will soon see, contemplated
a “violent reaction of the state” and “economic and juditial suffocation”. A plan that shows the only “dialog” the
separatists ever wanted was to impose their vision and political goals to the people of Catalonia and the Spanish
government at all costs. A plan executively leaded by former President Puigdemont (currently free) and other
former members of the catalan parliament (currently waiting for trial).
ABOUT HOW THIS DOCUMENT WAS MADE
This document is a close to perfect replica of the original file.
Wording, charts, typography, font size and line spacing have been carefully reproduced.
The document, however, is partial. The original document had, at least 41 pages (highest page number found in one
of the slides leaked by the spanish press).
We believe to have respected the original slide order given the information we could find.
The original document is one of many kept by Spanish Justice waiting to be used for trial.

#EnfoCATs
Refocusing the independence process
for a successful result
Strategic proposal

Action coordination: To ensure the success of strategic implementation
there is an orderly performance of all the independence actors

COMPOSITION

FUNCTIONS MISSION

STRATEGIC COMMITTEE

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Drive and lead strategically the implementation of the plan, aligning
all the actors involved and mobilizing the necessary human and
financial resources.

Lead the day to day implementation of the Strategic Plan

Entrust the execution of specific tasks to the Executive Committee
Validate the proposals of the Executive Committee
Provide the necessary resources for the Plan implementation
Lead the development and implementation calendar of the Plan

Execute tasks entrusted by the Strategic Committee
Guarantee its correct execution in time, resources and quality control
Propose improvement, corrective and contingency actions
Coordinate all the agents involved in the tasks

President and Vice President of the Catalan Government
Presidents/spokespersons of the independent parliamentary groups
Presidents and Vice Presidents of the sovereign entities (ANC,
Omnium, AMI)
Representatives on behalf of the other sovereign entities
Directors of Development Offices for self-government
Presidents and Secretary-Generals of political pro-independence
parties
Pro-independence representatives of social prestige

Secretary-General of the Presidency and Vice-Presidency
Directors of Development Offices for self-government
Professional experts in each of the functional areas of the project
Advisors or Secretary-Generals ad hoc according to the topics to be
treated

EXECUTIVE BODIES
Departments of Government
Sovereign Entities
Municipality Entities
Influencers sympathetic to the process

To execute particular tasks entrusted from the
Executive Committee
Execute to fulfill all the strategic objectives

We must be public about the existence of this coordination but at the same time be very discreet
when communicating about its inner workings
Nº ?

From September 2015 to the present moment, new variables have added up

Instability
of the parliamentary majority
• Government is formed at the
last minute and a change of
President is forced
• The parliamentary majority does
not approve 2016 budgets
• Confidence in us is in question
six months later

Confusion about the
independence roadmap to follow
• There is a perception of Political
disunity between pro-independence
parties
• There are different positions among
the parties and sovereignist entities
• It is not clear that the day after the
Unilateral Declaration of Indepence
the country will operate with
guarantees

Social emotion
worn out
• The communicative story with the
citizenship has been lost
• No credible government and
parliamentary activity is known
about the construction of the new
State

... but there are also positive elements
• Brexit is happening
• Some States show interest for the Catalan situation
• The path to reform Spain does not result credible

We’re losing face for the independence YES!!!! There is disorientation among the convinced and skepticism among the undecided.
Nº ?

Social base (I): We must achieve that independence is the driving force behind the
desire for change in Catalonia
People

Social base

Political consensus

International
credibility

Both the Catalan and Spanish elections show an enormous desire for change over the status quo
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• Unionism seems activated in a more or less stable way in any type
of election
• The independence movement behaves differently according to the
types of electoral contest
• There is a clear growth of the “commons” driven by Podemos and
the desire for change in Spain
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• Unionism is very stable and around 40%
• The independence movement is above, but it does not reach 50%
• There is a 10-15% who want a change but this is not necessarily the
independency

We must build a very solid social base
between people who want a state of their own and those who also show a desire for change in relation to the current situation.
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Social base (II): We must identify the different audiences to which we must direct
our attention and do so effectively
People

Social base

Political consensus

What essentially
do they need to join

Internacional
credibility

What we have to do

“Hyperventilated” convinced

• Know milestones, celebrate facts

• Explain results as we obtain them

“Historically” convinced

• Credible planning, realism

• Explain very well a strategic plan

Recently convinced but weak • Evidence that the transition will be calm

“Fraternal Regenerationists”

• See that a regeneration of Spain is not realistic
• To learn about a disconnection plan that has
the least harmful consequences for Spain

Undecided

Currently impermeable
Convinced of NO

• Explain very well a strategic plan
• Give guarantees of peaceful disconnection
• Give Time to confirm the position
• Make obvious the impossibility to
regenerate Spain while Catalonia is part of it
• Give guarantees of peaceful disconnection
supported by a broad social base

• Benefits of the new state

• Campaign to communicate the benefits of
the new State and clarify doubts about the
transition costs
• Rebate counterarguments

• Reasons behind the vision: know the
advantages of an independent state

• Awareness-raising campaigns, very active
and participatory activity
• Activate their closest independentist
environments
• Disincentivise participation

• Reasons for inmediate personal impact
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Political consensus: We must achieve maximum political consensus throughout the
process if we want to achieve stable and growing citizen support
People

Social base

Political consensus

International
credibility

= INSUFFICIENT

What to do
• Align the strategy between the independence parties
• aligning political and social action.
• explaining what is done in the present
• explaining what will be done in the future

= INSUFFICIENT

=

• Engage the pro-referendum forces
• Seduce them to incorporate them
• Unmask them

Broad majority
but not enough

=
Majority that will make
independence inevitable

No party can achieve independence on its own hand, on the contrary, Puigdemont, Junqueras, Colau - or the confluence of the
spaces they represent - will make it inevitable.
Nº ?

International credibility: A State is born at the moment that those who already are
recognized it as such
People

Social base

Political consensus

International
credibility

Values
The strategy, as it has been so far, must be seen internationally as scrupulously democratic
We must follow all the necessary steps that the States that must recognize us consider as indispensable
Demonstrate that we have, already during the dynamics of the “process” of construction of the new State, all
the values that inspire the new Country.
Demonstrate that we can function as a State and that we can be a reliable partner for them

We need to ensure complicity and international involvement
in the case of a political conflict with Spain
Hastening a Unilateral Declaration of Independence without having worked thoroughly all these values would make us unattractive
in the eyes of the international community.
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Democratic political process (II): The unilateral declaration of independence will
generate a conflict that, well managed, can lead us to our own State
Processes

AGREED SOLUTION

Democratic
political process

Clear and constant
communication

Citizen
participation

The Referendum must be won

yes

no

Acceptance of the Declaration
Violent reaction of the State
Do nothing: continue with economic
and judicial suffocation

UNILATERAL
DECLARATION
OF INDEPENDENCE

Negotiation offer if we
renounce to the Declaration
Agreed Referendum

The government of Spain will not recognize the right to make a Referendum, but if it sees everything is lost,
it will make us do it so that we lose it
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Democratic political process (I): We must always work with a desire for negotiation and
agreement, and also with total determination without renouncing to the unilateral path
Processes

Democratic
political process

Clear and constant
communication

Citizen
participation

Do not abandon (illegible word) the negotiation will for a negotiated separation
Negotiate as much as possible a process
agreed with Spain
It is the optimum formula for separation
with guarantees a calm and organized
process

(illegible text about doing a referendum unilaterally)
No other consultation formula has the
same political value
It is the prefered option among the citizens
of Catalonia
It will be done to show the world that
there is clear and sustained majority of
citizens in favor of the new catalan state

Show political determination
for the achievement of the goal
Generate, as a last resort, a Democratic
conflict with broad popular support
among citizens
Oriented to generate political and
economic instability
Forcing the state to accept the negotiation
of separation ...
... or force them to accept a Referendum

We will practice unilateralism once all other paths are exhausted and at the time there is a broad consensus among citizens
as well as international complicity.
Nº ?

Citizen participation: People must be encouraged towards the pro-independence
project by reinforcing the many existing initiatives
Processes

Democratic
political process

Clear and constant
communication

Citizen
participation

• Count on the citizenship in an inclusive and massive way in the definition of the new country
• Use the participative process as a direct interpellation tool for convinced, undecided and impermeable voters

Coordinate and give
support to catalan
sovereignist entities in
the impulse of
initiatives for
citizen participation

Synthesize the
citizens proposals
in the document
“How we want
Catalonia to be”

The majority of citizens will vote independence if they are convinced that it will be better and what will be better
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The correct management of the calendars is a key element for success
1st stage:

2nd stage:

CURRENT GOVERNMENT OF TRANSITION

(Illegible text)

Sept. 15

Enero 16

Sept. 16

27S
Catalan
Elections

Constitute
Catalan
government

PP
(People Party)
Government
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The transition government
needs time to carry out the
three strategic objectives:
add up majorities, inspire
confidence and work out the
guarantees of success.

GOVERNMENT OF INDEPENDENCE

(Illegible text)

Julio 17

Enero 18

Advance a
Catalan Election
scenario in
18 months

Brexit

The Brexit solution can
be a historic opportunity for
Catalonia that allows us
to win the elections and
eliminate many barriers
regarding a key issue such
as belonging to the EU.

Sept. 18
Proposal of
Catalan Elections

Call for elections
at the moment that
we can foresee
a very clear
indenpendentist majority
in the Parliament.

Mayo 19
Municipal
Elections

Sept. 22
Maximum
legal period
of government
term of office

The Government of Independence
can proclaim it the day after the
creation of the new government or
the day before dissolving it.

There are only two success factors that we really control: one, that the process is scrupulously democratic, and the other
is the management of times. We must not misuse either of the two.
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FOR OTHER DOCUMENTS PLEASE VISIT:

